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Abstract
Numerical modeling of high-pressure liquid fuel injection remains a challenge in vari-
ous applications. Indeed, experimental observations have shown that injected liquid fuel
jet undergoes a continuous change of state from classical two-phase atomization and
spray droplets evaporation to a dense-fluid mixing phenomenon depending on the am-
bient pressure, temperature, and fuel properties. Accordingly, a predictive and efficient
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model that can represent the possible coexistence
of subcritical and supercritical regimes during the fuel injection event is required The
widely used Lagrangian Discrete Droplet Method (DDM) requires parameter tuning of
model constants and cannot model the dense near-nozzle region. Meanwhile, the high
computational cost of Interface Capturing Methods (ICM) has prohibited their applica-
tion to industrial cases. Thus, another alternative is an Eulerian Diffuse Interface Model
(DIM), where the unresolved interface features are modeled instead of being tracked.
Accordingly, the current work proposes a fully compressible multi-component two-phase
real-fluid model (RFM) with a diffused interface and closed by a thermodynamic equi-
librium tabulation method based on a real-fluid equation of state. The RFM model is
complemented with a postulated surface density equation for fuel atomization modeling
within the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) framework. The Engine Combustion Network
(ECN) Spray A injector non-evaporating and nominal evaporating conditions are used
as a reference for the proposed model validation. Simulations are performed using the
proposed RFM model that has been implemented in the CONVERGE CFD solver. Under
the non-evaporating condition, the RFM model can capture well the fuel mass distribu-
tion in the near-nozzle field, but also the interfacial surface area. Besides, the predicted
drop size from simulations falls within the experimental data range. On the other hand,
under the evaporating condition, spray liquid and vapor penetrations and fuel mixture
fraction distribution are also accurately predicted. The vaporization effect on the surface
area density is revealed to enhance surface generation in the dense spray region while
reducing the surface density in the dilute spray region. The mean droplet size is also
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relatively reduced under the evaporating condition in the diluted spray region. Overall,
the accuracy and computationally efficiency of the proposed RFM model coupled with the
surface density equation for high-pressure fuel injection modeling are confirmed, allowing
its use for high pressure industrial configurations in future studies.

Keywords: Real-fluid model; Thermodynamic tabulation; Vapor-liquid equilibrium;
Large eddy simulation; Atomization; Engine Combustion Network (ECN) Spray A;

1 Introduction
Fuel injection is an essential step toward the combustion process in various applications,
including internal combustion engines, gas turbines, and rocket engines. Indeed, the
preparation of the fuel-ambient gases mixture significantly affects the combustion effi-
ciency and emissions formation. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models capable
of simulating fuel injection under various operating conditions are thus essential for the
design and optimization of fuel injection equipment (FIE). However, modeling of fuel in-
jection and combustion remains a challenge due to the variety of length and time scales
and the involved physical processes during the injection process [67, 10, 22, 41, 62]. The
physical processes include in-nozzle cavitation, liquid atomization, phase-change, mixing,
and chemical reactions. The complexity is further increased owing to the interaction with
turbulence. Besides, the injected liquid jet undergoes a continuous change of state from
classical two-phase atomization, droplet formation and evaporation to a dense-fluid mixing
phenomenon depending on the ambient pressure and temperature and the physical prop-
erties of the injected fuel. Indeed, experimental observations [48] of n-dodecane sprays
after the end of injection have shown a dense-fluid mixing with vanishing surface tension
as the ambient temperature and pressure exceed a certain limit. Besides, Crua et al. [16]
observed that fuel droplets undergo a gradual transition from subcritical evaporation to
dense-fluid mixing at pressures and temperatures higher than the pure fuel critical point,
where the transition time depends on the pressure and temperature of the surrounding
gas as well as the fuel properties. Accordingly, a CFD model capable of modeling the fuel
injection under subcritical, transcritical, and supercritical regimes, allowing an automatic
transition between the different regimes, remains a challenge addressed by the proposed
model in the current work.

Several spray modeling approaches can be found in the literature, with varying com-
plexity of describing the involved physical processes. The widely used spray model for
engineering calculations is based on the Discrete Droplet Model (DDM) approach [24],
where the liquid phase is described by Lagrangian parcels (i.e. a group of droplets with
identical properties, such as diameter and velocity), whereas the gas-phase is modeled in
an Eulerian framework. Several researchers [65, 30, 76, 46, 37] have adopted the DDM
approach for spray simulations. These simulations have shown the effectiveness of this ap-
proach to describe the spray dynamics under turbulent conditions. However, as reported
in [77, 12, 31], this approach also presents various shortcomings, especially to model the
dense near-nozzle region, where parcels/blobs are injected to represent the intact liquid
core. In addition, this modeling approach requires various calibration coefficients of sub-
models, which are not universal. Recent developments [53, 54] have been also carried out
in the literature for using the DDM model within the dense regimes.

On the other hand, Eulerian modeling of fuel injection and atomization, where both
the liquid and gas phases are treated in an Eulerian framework is more suited to model
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the dense near-nozzle region. For instance, Interface Capturing Methods (ICM) such
as the Volume of Fluid (VOF) [33] and Level-Set (LS) [69] methods have been applied
to simulate the fuel injection and atomization [50, 68, 32]. However, due to the high
computational cost of these methods, their application to industrial cases is still limited.
Accordingly, another alternative is the Eulerian Diffuse Interface Model (DIM), where
the unresolved interface features are modeled using a surface density approach instead
of being tracked. Several atomization models have been proposed within the Eulerian
framework based on the surface density approach as initially introduced by (Vallet and
Borghi [72], Vallet et al. [73]) in the so-called (Σ − Y ) model. This model has two
main transport equations: liquid fraction (Y ) transport equation to track the liquid-
phase dispersion and the interfacial surface area density (Σ) transport equation to model
the unresolved liquid-gas interface, where the surface area density provides a general
description of the atomized liquid structures such as droplets or ligaments. The liquid
fraction and surface density can be used to estimate an equivalent Sauter Mean Diameter
(SMD) defined as, (SMD = 6αl/Σ), where (αl = ρY/ρl) is the liquid volume fraction.

The known spray SMD may then be used to initiate a Lagrangian description of
the spray when it becomes sufficiently diluted, as proposed in the Eulerian-Lagrangian
Spray Atomization (ELSA) model [13, 44]. The Lagrangian description of the spray is
indeed more appropriate for modeling the diluted spray region, allowing to track individual
droplet’s velocity, size, and temperature, in contrast to the Eulerian approach, which
assumes a single temperature and velocity for both the droplets and the gas phase, and
can’t consider spray polydispersity, making it unsuitable to model such dispersed spray
region. Similar to the ELSA approach, Devassy et al. [23] proposed an Eulerian-Eulerian
atomization model using two surface density transport equations to separately model the
liquid core atomization and droplet’s secondary breakup. A Probability Density Function
(PDF) based formulation of the Σ− Y or ELSA model has also been proposed in [70, 9],
where a joint PDF of liquid volume fraction and surface density is used to consider the
subgrid fluctuations of these two scalars.

The potential of the (Σ−Y ) model to capture the fuel dispersion and atomization under
diesel-like operating conditions, namely the ECN Spray A non-evaporating condition [2],
has been shown in recent studies within the Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes (RANS)
[20, 55] and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) [22, 10] frameworks. Besides, the LES-based
formulations of the (Σ−Y ) model have demonstrated superior performance to their RANS
counterpart in capturing the fuel dispersion in the near-nozzle field [22, 10].

However, such above models (see [10] for instance) commonly assume constant fluid
properties or rely on a simple equation of state (EoS) to model the liquid and gas phases.
Besides, the phase change is usually neglected or considered using simple evaporation mod-
els that don’t incorporate the essential real-fluid effects relevant to high temperature and
pressure injection. Under these conditions, the fuel properties show significant deviation
from the ideal-gas behavior, where a real-fluid (EoS) is needed to capture the non-linear
behavior of the fluid properties, especially under transcritical conditions [36, 35]. Lacaze
et al. [43] also demonstrated the importance of real-gas effects in the simulation of the
ECN Spray A evaporating condition [8] (high temperature and pressure condition) using
the Peng-Robinson (PR) EoS.

In addition, for considering phase change, the EoS is insufficient, and vapor-liquid
equilibrium (VLE) calculations are also required. Indeed, Matheis and Hickel [49] pro-
posed a two-phase flow model using a thermodynamic model based on the PR-EoS and
VLE calculations, applied to the simulation of the evaporating ECN Spray A. Yang et al.
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[79] proposed a multi-component two-phase flow model, where the flow solver is coupled
to a VLE solver also based on the PR-EoS. The model accuracy has been validated for
the simulation of flash boiling cases [80], cavitation cases [78], and the evaporating ECN
Spray A [79]. However, it has been found that the direct evaluation of the VLE calculation
during the simulation run-time is computationally demanding, especially when employing
a complex real-fluid (EOS) [78, 79]. Accordingly, a more robust and efficient tabulation
approach could be one remedy for the computationally demanding VLE solver.

Several contributions to spray injection modeling using Eulerian two-phase flow mod-
els closed by tabulated real-fluid thermodynamics have been reported in the literature.
A tabulated thermodynamic approach based on the Perturbed Chain Statistical Associ-
ating Fluid Theory (PC-SAFT) EoS has been proposed by Koukouvinis et al. [41] and
applied to the evaporating ECN Spray A simulation. Jafari et al. [35] proposed an efficient
tabulation approach to investigate the cryogenic injection of liquid nitrogen co-axially in-
jected with hot hydrogen into supercritical nitrogen. The latter model is further used
to explore the interaction between phase separation and turbulent fluid dynamics for n-
hexane injection into supercritical nitrogen [36]. Moreover, the proposed thermodynamic
tabulation approach [35, 36] has been further developed to handle ternary mixtures and
applied to investigate fuel droplet evaporation under high-pressure dual-fuel conditions
[27]. The aforementioned studies have proved that the tabulation approach can be effi-
cient and reliable, especially for complex cases, allowing for significant savings in terms
of computational cost. However, the storage memory requirements for the tables may be-
come an issue as the table dimensions are extended for multi-species systems. Recently,
other alternatives to the tabulation approach have also been proposed, such as using ar-
tificial neural network (ANN) as a regression model for the thermodynamic properties
[42] or an in situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) approach [82]. However, these approaches
are still under investigation, and their efficiency for multi-component problems is not yet
evaluated.

Based on the above discussion, the current study proposes a more generalized ap-
proach based on an efficient Eulerian diffuse interface two-phase real-fluid model (RFM)
[27, 36, 35] that can represent the coexistence of multi-component subcritical and super-
critical thermodynamic states and allows a smooth transition between the different ther-
modynamic regimes. The RFM model is a fully compressible multi-component two-phase
model closed by a thermodynamic equilibrium tabulation method. The thermodynamic
table is generated using the in-house IFPEN Carnot library based on VLE calculations
coupled with a real-fluid EoS. In the current study, the RFM model is supplemented with
a surface density transport equation within the LES framework to the model the fuel jet
primary atomization under diesel-like operating conditions.

The proposed model is assessed using the non-evaporating and nominal (evaporating)
conditions of the ECN Spray A injector [8]. Under the non-evaporating condition, the
ECN experimental database includes near-nozzle fuel dispersion and interfacial surface
area measurements by means of X-ray radiography [40] and ultra small-angle X-ray scat-
tering (USAXS) technique [38], respectively. Besides, the SMD experimental data [38] are
also used for model validation. On the other hand, under the nominal evaporating Spray
A condition, model validation is carried out against experimental measurements of liquid
and vapor penetrations [11] and fuel mixture fraction distribution [59, 6]. Compared to
previous work [79] from the author’s group for the evaporating ECN Spray A simulation,
the computational efficiency and accuracy of the proposed tabulated RFM model as a
remedy to the direct evaluation of costly phase equilibrium solver have been confirmed.
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The current paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the RFM model, in-
cluding the transport equations and the thermodynamic tabulation approach. Section
3 presents the test case setup and the RFM model validation against the ECN experi-
mental database under non-evaporating and evaporating conditions. Finally, Section 4
summarizes the main conclusions along with the future perspectives.
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2 The real-fluid model (RFM) description

2.1 Governing equations

The diffused interface two-phase flow model adopted in the current study is a four equation
model that is fully compressible and considers multi-component in both phases under the
assumptions of thermal and mechanical equilibrium. Within the LES framework, the
filtered set of governing Equations (2.1-2.4) expresses the conservation of mixture mass,
mixture momentum, mixture internal energy, and species mass fraction, respectively.

∂ρ̄

∂t
+
∂ρ̄ũi
∂xi

= 0 (2.1)

∂ρ̄ũi
∂t

+
∂ρ̄ũiũj
∂xj

= −∂P̄
∂xi

+
∂

∂xj
(τ̄ij + τ̄ sgsij ) (2.2)

∂ρ̄ẽ

∂t
+
∂ρ̄ũj ẽ

∂xj
= −P̄ ∂ũj

∂xj
+ (τ̄ij + τ̄ sgsij )

∂ũi
∂xj

+
∂

∂xj
(q̄j + q̄sgsj ) (2.3)

∂ρ̄Ỹk
∂t

+
∂ρ̄ũjỸk
∂xj

=
∂

∂xj
(J̄k,j + J̄sgs

k,j ) (2.4)

where (ρ, ui, P, e) denote the mixture’s density, velocity vector, pressure, temperature
and specific internal energy, respectively. Here, (τij) is the viscous stress tensor and (qj) is
the heat flux. (Yk, Jk,j) are the mass fraction and diffusion flux of species k, respectively.
The subgrid scale contributions in the governing equations are indicated by the superscript
(sgs).

The viscous stress tensor (τij) is given by:

τij = µ

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi
− 2

3

∂uk
∂xk

δij

)
(2.5)

where (µ) is the dynamic viscosity and (δij) is the Kronecker-Delta.
The heat flux (qj) consists of heat conduction calculated based on Fourier’s law plus

the enthalpy flux by species diffusion,

qj = λ
∂T

∂xj
+ ρD

∑
k

hk
∂Yk
∂xj

(2.6)

where (λ) is the thermal conductivity, (T ) is the temperature, (D) is the mass diffusion
coefficient, and (hk) is the specific enthalpy of species k, respectively. Here, (D) is assumed
species independent and deduced from a given molecular Schmidt number (Sc) as (D =
µ/ρSc). The dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity are computed using Chung et al.
[15] correlations.

The species diffusion flux (Jk,j) is modeled according to Fick’s law:

Jk,j = ρD
∂Yk
∂xj

(2.7)

The subgrid stress tensor (τ sgsij ) is computed similarly to (τij), with the eddy-viscosity
assumption, replacing the molecular dynamic viscosity by the subgrid-scale dynamic vis-
cosity (µsgs = ρνsgs). The LES Sigma turbulence model [52] is used to compute the
subgrid-scale kinematic viscosity, (νsgs) as follows,
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νsgs = (Cm∆)2Dm , Dm =
σ3(σ1 − σ2)(σ2 − σ3)

σ2
1

(2.8)

where (Cm = 1.5) is the model constant and (∆ = V
−1/3
c ) is the filter size estimated from

the cell volume (Vc). The differential operator (Dm) is computed from the singular values
(σi) of the resolved velocity gradient tensor with (σ1 > σ2 > σ3 > 0), as detailed in [52].

The subgrid species (Jsgs
k,j ) and heat (qsgsj ) fluxes are modeled using the gradient as-

sumption, where the molecular transport coefficients in (Jk,j) and (qj) are replaced with
the turbulent ones. The turbulent transport coefficients (Dt, λt) are modeled by intro-
ducing a turbulent Prandtl (Prt = 0.9) and Schmidt (Sct = 0.7) numbers as:

Dt =
µsgs

ρSct
, λt =

Cpµsgs

Prt
(2.9)

where (Cp) is the isobaric heat capacity.
The liquid jet atomization is modeled by solving a transport equation for the evolution

of the interfacial surface area density (Σ), which is defined as the liquid-gas interfacial
area per unit volume. The adopted (Σ) equation within the LES framework is based on
the proposal by Chesnel et al. [14], where the total interfacial surface area is given by:

Σ = Σmin + Σ
′

(2.10)

where the (Σmin) represents the minimum surface density that can be found for a
given value of the resolved liquid volume fraction, whereas (Σ

′
) stands for the subgrid

level surface density. The (Σmin) is computed following [14] as:

Σmin =
2.4

∆LES

√
ᾱl(1− ᾱl) (2.11)

where (∆LES) is the filter length scale, which is estimated from the cell volume (Vc)

as (∆LES = V
−1/3
c ) and (ᾱl) is the resolved liquid volume fraction.

To close Eq. 2.10, the subgrid surface density (Σ
′
) is transported as follows:

∂Σ
′

∂t
+
∂ũiΣ

′

∂xi
=

∂

∂xj

(
DΣ

∂Σ
′

∂xj

)
+

Σ

τΣ

(
1− Σ

Σeq

)
(2.12)

On the RHS of Eq. 2.12, the first term represents the turbulent diffusion flux modeled
using a gradient law closure [45], where the diffusion coefficient (DΣ) is computed as
(DΣ = µsgs/ρSct). The second term on the RHS of Eq. 2.12 represents the surface
production/destruction, due to turbulent flow stretching and coalescence effects, which
is modeled in a restoration to equilibrium form [73, 45], where (Σeq) is an equilibrium
surface area density that should be reached within a characteristic time scale (τΣ). The
time scale (τΣ) is related to the turbulent time scale (τt) by the coefficient (CΣ) as:

1

τΣ

=
CΣ

τt
(2.13)

The (Σeq) is evaluated as (Σeq = Σmin + Σ
′
eq), where (Σ

′
eq) is computed as function of

a critical Weber number (Wec) [25] as:

Σ
′

eq = 4
0.5(ρl + ρg)ᾱl(1− ᾱl)ksgs

σWec
(2.14)
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where (ksgs) is the subgrid scale turbulent kinetic energy, (σ) is the surface tension
coefficient computed by the Macleod-Sugden correlation [63] for the considered binary
system of (n-dodecane/nitrogen), and (ρl, ρg) are the densities of the liquid and gas phases,
respectively. In the validation section below, the two model constants (CΣ,Wec) are set
by comparison with the USAXS experimental measurements of the projected interfacial
surface area.

A length scale (l32) can be defined for the liquid structures from (Σ) and (αl) following
[10] as:

l32 =
6αl(1− αl)

Σ
(2.15)

This length scale definition considers on the one hand, the case of monodispersed
spray of spherical droplets (SMD = 6αl/Σ) and on the other hand, the case tending to
a bubbly flow (SMD = 6(1− αl)/Σ).

It is worth noting that in the current proposed model, the overall liquid volume/mass
fraction is not directly transported as in previous (Σ − Y ) or ELSA models, but the
liquid volume fraction (αl) is one of the VLE calculation results and obtained from the
stored thermodynamic table as a function of (T, P, Yk). Accordingly, the phase change
effect on the surface density is implicitly considered through the terms (Σmin) and (Σeq),
which are dependent on (αl). Besides, the variation of the properties (ρl, ρg, σ, ..., etc)
involved in the (Σ) equation depends on the local conditions of (T, P, Yk) as provided by
the thermodynamic table and discussed in the next section.

Another essential point regarding the function of the surface density (Σ) in the cur-
rent model is that (Σ) here is a passive scalar, which is mainly used to compute the
droplet’s SMD distributions during the simulation. The surface density (Σ) is thus not
fed back into Equations (2.1-2.4), as the liquid dispersion is assumed to be mainly gov-
erned by turbulent diffusion of the injected fuel (i.e., the n-dodecane species) through
Equation (2.4) and independent of the atomization dynamics under the considered diesel-
relevant conditions (high ambient density and injection pressure). However, the accuracy
of such passive (Σ) formulation is diminished under conditions of lower ambient density
and injection pressure, where the slip velocity between the droplets and the gas phase
becomes more significant [29, 56]. An enhanced formulation has been recently proposed
in [56] to overcome this limitation. The proposed model considered the diffusion due to
the slip velocity between phases, allowing coupling between liquid dispersion and spray
atomization, as (Σ) actively affects the transport of the liquid fraction. The enhanced
model showed improved predictions under conditions of low ambient density and injection
pressure. However, the enhanced model improvements were limited under high ambient
density and injection pressure conditions.

The employed assumptions in the current modeling approach are summarized in the
following points:

• The injected liquid operates at high Reynolds and Weber numbers.

• The two phases are in mechanical and thermal equilibrium.

• The fluid within a computational cell is in local thermodynamic equilibrium.

The first assumption allows to assume that large scale flow features such as mass
transport are separated from the atomization process occurring at smaller scales. Accord-
ingly, Equations (2.1-2.4) describe the large-scale motion of the flow and the atomization
occurring at smaller scales is modeled by the surface density equation. In addition, the
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high Weber number implies that surface tension has negligible effect on large scales, how-
ever its effect on the atomization is considered through the surface density equation. The
second assumption implies that the two-phases are assumed to have a single velocity,
pressure and temperature. Thus, the slip velocity between the two-phases is assumed to
be not significant. Such assumption loses its validity under lower injection pressure and
ambient gas to liquid density ratio, where the slip velocity becomes more significant [29].
This limitation could be overcome by adding a transition to the Lagrangain approach
once the spray is diluted [13, 44] or accounting for the liquid diffusion due to the slip
velocity [56]. The third assumption implies that the characteristic time of reaching local
thermodynamic equilibrium is much smaller than the other flow time scales. Accordingly,
thermodynamic non-equilibrium effects are not considered. However, the validity of the
thermodynamic equilibrium assumption for high injection pressure diesel sprays has been
demonstrated in previous studies [81, 49, 79], and will be further verified in the current
study.

2.2 Tabulated thermodynamic closure

The fully compressible multi-component two-phase flow system described above is closed
by a real-fluid EoS adopting a local thermodynamic equilibrium hypothesis, ensuring its
mathematical hyperbolicity [80]. The validity of the thermodynamic equilibrium assump-
tion for high injection pressure diesel sprays has been demonstrated in previous studies
[81, 49, 79], which justifies its employment in the current study. To consider the phase
change phenomenon, the EoS is not sufficient, but VLE calculations are also included in
the current study.

In this work, the thermodynamic closure is obtained using the Peng–Robinson EoS
[58] formulated as:

P =
RT

v − b
− a(T )

v (v + b) + b (v − b)
(2.16)

where (R) is the ideal gas constant, (T ) is the temperature, (v) is the molar vol-
ume. The energy parameter (a(T )) and co-volume parameter (b) are computed for pure
component i as:

ai(T ) = (a0)i

[
1 + (c1)i

(
1−

√
T
Tci

)]2

(ao)i = 0.45724
R2T 2

ci

Pci
, (c1)i = 0.37464 + 1.5422ωi − 0.26992ω2

i

(2.17)

bi = 0.07780
RTci
Pci

(2.18)

where (Tci) is the critical temperature, (Pci) is the critical pressure, and (ωi) is the
acentric factor for each pure component i. Besides, when the PR EoS is used for mixtures,
Van-der Waals mixing rules are applied for the energy and co-volume parameters (a(T ), b)
as:

a(T ) =
∑

i

∑
j xi xj

√
ai(T )aj(T ) (1− kij)

b =
∑

i xi bi

(2.19)
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where (xi) is the molar fraction of component i and (kij) is the binary interaction
parameter that can be fitted to experimental data to well represent the phase diagram of
a binary system. In addition, volume translation [18] of the PR-EoS has been employed to
improve the accuracy of the liquid density predicted by the cubic PR-EoS (see Appendix
A.2). As such, the volume-translated PR-EoS is termed below as (VTPR-EOS). It is also
worth noting that volume translation does not influence the predicted phase equilibrium
conditions. Another important point related to employing a real-fluid EoS for the LES
of turbulent flows is that subgrid-scale (SGS) models for the real-fluid EoS could be
required, as recently highlighted in [71]. Such subgrid-scale models are not yet included
in the current model, and thus quantification of the associated uncertainties are subject
of future studies.

The current work adopts a pre-tabulation approach, where before the CFD simula-
tion, a thermodynamic table is generated using the in-house IFPEN-Carnot thermody-
namic library. The thermodynamic library performs the VLE calculation using a robust
isothermal-isobaric (TP) flash [51] based on the real-fluid VTPR-EOS. The tabulated
properties include the thermodynamic equilibrium density, internal energy, liquid volume
fraction, fluid-phase state, and composition, and necessary thermodynamic derivatives as
heat capacity, sound speed, and transport properties, as described in Appendix A.2.

The thermodynamic table inputs are the temperature (T ), pressure (P ), and species
mass fraction (Yk, k = 1, Ns − 1,where Ns is the total number of species). This tabulation
approach offers the advantage of avoiding the direct evaluation of the non-linear real-
fluid EoS along with the VLE calculation during the simulation, which has been proven
to be computationally demanding [79, 80]. Moreover, the tabulation approach based on
the IFPEN-Carnot thermodynamic library allows simulating different fuels/species using
different EoSs without hard coding a (TPn) flash for each EoS of interest. During the
simulation, the tabulated quantities are interpolated using the inverse distance weighting
method (IDW) [74]. The thermodynamic table is coupled with the CONVERGE CFD
solver [66] as detailed in [35, 27, 36].

The thermodynamic table is used during the simulation for two main tasks as follow:

• Properties look-up: compute the thermodynamic and transport properties, phase
state, and composition from (T, P, Yk, k = 1, Ns − 1) obtained by the flow solver.

• Temperature reverse look-up: compute the temperature from the (e, P, Yk, k = 1, Ns − 1)
provided by the flow solver.

The accuracy of the VLE computation performed by the IFPEN-Carnot thermodynamic
library using the VTPR-EOS has been validated for the (n-dodecane/nitrogen) binary
mixture against published experimental data, as demonstrated in Appendix A.1. The
obtained results have shown a satisfactory agreement with the experimental data, which
demonstrates the reliability of the thermodynamic library along with the VTPR-EOS
to accurately model the considered binary mixture. In addition, the calculation of pure
components (n-dodecane and nitrogen) properties is validated against the NIST database
[26] showing good agreement (see Appendix A.2).

3 Description of the simulated test cases
The current study is based on the ECN Spray A configuration [8], where a single-hole diesel
injector is operated with pure n-dodecane (C12H26) injected into gaseous nitrogen (N2) at
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the conditions listed in Table 3.1, including non-evaporating and evaporating conditions.
The test case setup is described in the next section, followed by the comparison of the
RFM-LES results against the ECN experimental data. The ECN experimental database
of the non-evaporating condition will be used to validate model results for the near-nozzle
field, while the evaporating conditions experimental data will be used to validate the
far-field spray.

Fuel n-dodecane
Injection pressure (MPa) 150
Injection temperature (K) 343a/363b
Ambient temperature (K) 303a/900b
Ambient pressure (MPa) 2a/6b
Ambient density (kg/m3) 22.8
Ambient composition Pure N2

Table 3.1: Injection and ambient conditions of ECN Spray A experiments under a Non-
evaporating and b evaporating conditions.

3.1 Computational domain and model set-up

A three dimensional (3D) rectangular computational domain is used in the current study,
which is 20mm in the stream-wise direction and 10mm in the lateral directions. The
nozzle outlet diameter is 0.0894mm corresponding to Spray A injector serial #210675 [1].
The grid structure at the domain center-plan is depicted in Fig. 3.1, where the base grid
size is 400µm located at the outer edge of the domain, while various mesh refinement
levels have been employed to achieve a minimum cell size of v 6µm. Thus, the nozzle
outlet diameter is discretized with about 15 cells.

Figure 3.1: Computational domain with the grid structure at the domain central cut
section, along with the length of the various embedding zones. The insert shows a zoom
of the refined mesh in the near-nozzle exit region.

Grid convergence study has been performed, where three different grids have been
tested. The minimum grid size for the three tested grids is fixed to 6µm, located in
the near nozzle region (x < 3mm). Then, the other embedding zones (see Fig. 3.1) are
further refined from the coarsest grid to the most refined one, resulting in three grids with
a total mesh count of 3M (grid 1), 16M (grid 2), and 21M (grid 3) cells, respectively.

The injection conditions are applied at the domain inlet (the nozzle orifice exit) by an
inlet boundary condition (BC). Thus, the injector in-nozzle flow is not simulated. The
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inlet BC is prescribed as a top-hat (TH) profile of axial velocity calculated from the time-
dependent mass flow rate profile obtained from CMT virtual injection rate generator [5],
which allows to partially reproduce the in-nozzle flow and the needle motion effects [21].

Under both evaporating and non-evaporating conditions, simulations are first carried
out without imposing any synthetic turbulence fluctuations at the domain inlet. However,
under the non-evaporating condition, the obtained initial results have shown an overes-
timation of the jet penetration and less fuel dispersion compared to the experimental
data. Thus, a synthetic turbulence generator has been used to superimpose turbulent
fluctuations over the inflow velocity profile following the method by [17]. A turbulent
intensity of 3% has been employed following the recent work of [22] and the minimum
length-scale of the imposed fluctuations was taken as twice the minimum cell size. On the
other hand, under the evaporating condition, preliminary simulation results have shown
that the injected liquid jet penetration and dispersion behaves correctly without adding
such synthetic turbulent fluctuations. Fairly accurate predictions of the evaporating Spray
A without imposing any artificial turbulence at the inflow patch have been also shown
in [49]. It seems that the interaction between the counter flows of gas entrainment and
evaporation at the interface will trigger the jet instability, as suggested in [79]. Accord-
ingly, future work should include the in-nozzle flow in the spray simulation to avoid such
uncertainties on the inflow boundary conditions.

A no-slip boundary condition is applied at the wall around the nozzle outlet (on left
side of the chamber). All the rest of the domain boundaries are outlets with a pressure
boundary condition equal to the ambient pressure. LES simulations are carried out using
the RFM model described above. The numerical solution of the transport equations
is based on a modified Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operator (PISO) algorithm
[34] for the pressure-velocity coupling. The accuracy of the employed PISO algorithm
under trans/supercritical conditions has been validated in the authors previous work
[36, 35, 27] and will be further demonstrated in the results section under the considered
conditions. The solution procedure of the governing equations using the PISO algorithm
is summarized in Appendix A.3.

The spatial discretization is second-order accurate using a central difference scheme.
The time integration is achieved by a second-order Crank-Nicolson scheme for the mo-
mentum equation and a first-order implicit Euler scheme for the rest of the equations.
The time step is around 2-3 ns and adjusted automatically based on a maximum Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number of 0.5. As an example of the computational cost of the
performed LES simulations, it required about 9 days to simulate 1ms under the evap-
orating condition with grid 2 (16M cells), using 1024 cores of AMD EPYC Milan 7763
processors running at 2.45 GHz (Topaze CCRT supercomputer).

The RFM model thermodynamic closure for the (n-dodecane/nitrogen) binary mix-
ture is based on the VTPR-EoS with a uniform thermodynamic table resolution in
(T, P, YC12H26) axes of (501×61×101) points covering ranges of (300-1300K, 1-121 bar, 0-
1). The employed thermodynamic table resolution is based on previous studies [36, 27, 35],
and will be shown to provide sufficiently accurate results in the following sections.
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4 Non-evaporating ECN Spray A

4.1 Spray dispersion

The RFMmodel predictions of the spray dispersion is validated using the ECN experimen-
tal data [2], which include the projected mass density (PMD) [40], transverse integrated
mass (TIM) [39], and liquid volume fraction (αl) [60]. The LES results are time-averaged
between 0.4 and 1 ms after the start of injection (during the quasi-steady period) to be
compared with the experiments. A first validation is performed using the PMD, which
represents a path length-integrated measure of the fuel density along the X-ray beam
path through the spray depth. Line of sight integration of the simulation results of the
fuel density is carried out and compared with the experimental data as shown in Fig.
4.1. The comparison shows that the simulation capture well the fuel distribution in the
near-nozzle region (first 6mm), where a qualitatively good agreement is achieved between
the computed and measured PMD.

(a) ECN X-ray

(b) LES-Grid 2

Figure 4.1: Non-evaporating Spray A condition: experimental (top) and numerical (bot-
tom) projected mass density (µg/mm2) distributions. (color online)

In addition, for more quantitative validation, the projected mass density radial profiles
are compared at three different axial positions (x = 0.1, 2, 6mm) from the nozzle outlet
as depicted in Fig. 4.2. Overall, the model results are in good agreement with the exper-
imental data in terms of the spray centerline peak-value and radial dispersion, especially
when the grid 2 and 3 are employed.
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Figure 4.2: Non-evaporating Spray A condition: Numerical and experimental projected
mass density (PMD) radial profiles at axial distances of 0.1mm, 2mm, 6mm from the
nozzle exit. The grid convergence study is also demonstrated. (color Online)

Indeed, it can be seen the grid impact on the obtained results, especially at (x = 6mm),
where the predicted PMD profile matches better the experimental one as the mesh is
further refined (less overestimation of the peak value). Besides, a minimal variation of
the obtained results can be observed as the grid is further refined from grid 2 (16M cells) to
grid 3 (21M cells), showing that grid convergence is achieved. Thus, the intermediate grid
resolution (grid 2- 16M cells) has been used for further calculations, and the associated
results are only shown in the following discussion.

In addition to the presented grid convergence study, the quality of the performed LES
using (grid 2) is assessed based on the criterion proposed by Pope [64]. This criterion is
satisfied when the ratio (M) of the subgrid-scale kinetic energy (ksgs) to the sum of the
modeled and resolved turbulent kinetic energy (ksgs + kres) is less than 20%, such that
(M = ksgs/(ksgs + kres) < 0.2). The time averaged ratio (M) at the center-plane of (grid
2) is depicted in Fig. 4.3, showing that (M < 0.2) is fairly accomplished within the spray
limits (region of interest), identified by a time averaged liquid volume fraction iso-line of
0.15%. The carried out assessment shows that the employed grid resolution is sufficient
to provide reliable results within the LES framework.
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Figure 4.3: Non-evaporating Spray A condition: LES quality analysis based on the Pope
criterion [64] : (M = ksgs/(ksgs + kres) < 0.2) for grid 2. The black iso-line of time
averaged liquid volume fraction (αl = 0.15%) shows the spray limits.

Another quantity used for validation is the TIM, obtained from the integral of the
projected mass density across the radial direction at a particular axial location. Thus,
a higher TIM value indicates a greater amount of liquid fuel along the radial direction.
A comparison between the numerical and experimental TIM distributions is depicted in
Fig. 4.4. The simulation result reasonably agrees with the experimental data in the
first 5mm. Then, the simulation overestimates the TIM as the axial distance increases,
indicating that the PMD radial distribution is not accurately predicted at such axial
positions (see PMD radial distribution at x = 6mm in Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.4: Non-evaporating Spray A condition: Numerical and experimental transverse
integrated mass (TIM) along the spray axis.

In addition to the PMD and the TIM, the liquid volume fraction (αl) distribution is
also used for validation. The experimental data of liquid volume fraction is obtained by
a tomographic reconstruction [60] of the X-ray radiography data. A comparison between
the predicted and reconstructed liquid volume fraction distribution along the spray axis
is shown in Fig. 4.5. It is worth noting that the experimental profile is only available
in the first 12mm. The comparison shows that the simulation result match with great
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accuracy the experimental profile, reproducing the intact liquid core (αl >0.9) and the
liquid volume fraction decay along the spray axis. It also shows that the model can
capture well the fuel dispersion from the dense near-nozzle region to more diluted zones
of the spray.
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Figure 4.5: Non-evaporating Spray A condition: Numerical and experimental liquid vol-
ume fraction along the spray axis.

For a more detailed comparison, the numerical and reconstructed liquid volume frac-
tion radial profiles are compared at three different axial locations similar to the PMD,
as depicted in Fig. 4.6. The simulation results are in good agreement with the experi-
mental profiles. The peak value at the spray center line is well captured by the model at
(x = 0.1, 6mm), while overestimated at (x = 2mm), which is consistent with the liquid
volume fraction distribution along the spray axis (see Fig. 4.5).

In summary, the performed assessment based on the projected mass density (PMD),
transverse integrated mass (TIM), and liquid volume fraction experimental data shows
that the RFM model can capture well the fuel dispersion with sufficient accuracy under
the considered conditions.
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Figure 4.6: Non-evaporating Spray A condition: Numerical and reconstructed liquid vol-
ume fraction radial profiles at axial distances of 0.1mm, 2mm, 6mm from the nozzle
exit.

4.2 Spray atomization

The assessment of the proposed atomization model described above is carried out in the
current section using the USAXS measurements of the projected interfacial surface area
density [38, 55] and SMD experimental data [38]. It is worth recalling the surface density
equation includes two modeling constants (CΣ,Wec) that need to be calibrated against
DNS or experimental data. The USAXS experimental data are used in the current work to
fix the two model constants. The constant (CΣ) is set by default to 1, as it has been shown
in previous studies [22, 55], that a value in the vicinity of one is sufficient to match the
experimental data. Regrading, the critical Weber number (Wec), two values (1.5, 6) were
assessed against the USAXS experimental data. The (Wec = 1.5) is the value proposed
in [19] based on two-phase DNS studies, while (Wec = 6) is the result of a parametric
variation carried out recently in [22]. The projected surface area density provided by the
USAXS measurements represents the line-of-sight integrated interfacial area per X-ray
beam area along the spray centerline. Thus, the time-averaged numerical surface area
density is integrated along the spray depth to be compared with the experiments. The
comparison of the numerical and experimental projected surface area density along the
spray axis is shown in Fig. 4.7 for the different values of (Wec).
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Figure 4.7: Non-evaporating Spray A condition: Numerical and experimental projected
surface area along the spray axis.

Overall, the experimental surface area density is well reproduced by the model with
(Wec = 1.5), whereas more deviation from the experimental data is found for (Wec = 6).
Although some mismatches can still be observed with (Wec = 1.5), the model fairly
recovers the experimental projected surface area peak value and decay along the spray
centerline. The obtained results also highlight that some parameters tuning is still nec-
essary in the current model for the surface density equation constants (CΣ,Wec) to well
reproduce the experimental surface area density. Thus, the model is still not completely
free from parameter tuning, but indeed it is less number of parameters compared to
classical Lagrangian spray modeling approaches.

Simulation results with (CΣ = 1,Wec = 1.5) are also compared with available SMD
measurements that are obtained by combining the X-ray radiography and the USAXS
measurements [38]. A quantitative comparison of the SMD radial profiles between the
simulation and the experimental data at different axial positions is depicted in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Non-evaporating Spray A condition: Numerical and experimental SMD radial
profiles at axial distances of 4mm, 6mm, and 8mm from the nozzle exit.

It can be observed that the drop sizes from the simulation fall into the same range as
the experimental data. Besides, the simulation results tend to match better the experi-
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mental data at longer axial distances from the nozzle exit, where the intact liquid core
vanishes and the spray is more diluted, for instance at (x = 8mm).

In Figure 4.9, the time averaged projected surface area radial profiles are shown at
axial positions of 2 and 6mm from the nozzle exit. It can be seen that at (x = 2mm),
the projected surface area profile exhibits two peaks at the jet periphery, with a minimum
at the spray centerline. This minimum can be attributed to the presence of an intact
liquid core at this axial position (see Fig. 4.5). Whereas at further downstream locations
(x = 6mm), the double-peak profile disappears, and a transition to a bell-shaped profile
with a peak value at the spray centerline takes over, indicating the absence of an intact
liquid core. This transition in the projected surface area profiles is similar to that reported
by the USAXS experimental measurements for the ECN Spray D [12].
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Figure 4.9: Non-evaporating Spray A condition: Numerical projected surface area profiles
at axial distances of 2mm and 6mm from the nozzle exit.

5 Evaporating ECN Spray A

5.1 Comparison with experimental data

In the current section, the RFM model is further assessed under the nominal evaporating
condition of the ECN Spray A (see Table. 3.1). Firstly, the temporal sequence of the
n-dodecane injection in terms of mixture fraction at the grid center-plane is qualitatively
compared against the experimental images taken by diffused back illumination (DBI)
technique [47, 4], as depicted in Fig. 5.1. The blue isoline superimposed on the n-
dodecane mixture fraction field demonstrates the liquid penetration with a liquid volume
fraction (αl = 0.15%).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Evaporating Spray A condition: Temporal sequence of the n-dodecane injec-
tion. (a) LES results, (b) experimental data [47, 4]. Instantaneous n-dodecane mixture
fraction distribution at the grid center-plane is presented for the LES results. The blue
line superimposed on the LES results represents a liquid volume fraction (αl) iso-line of
0.15%, which illustrates the liquid penetration length. (color online)

It can be observed the destabilization of the jet and the development of the instabilities
at the shear layer, where liquid structures are detached from the liquid jet and further mix
with the ambient gas. Overall, the simulation results show a good agreement with the
experimental images with similar penetrations for both liquid and vapor at the various
time instants.

A quantitative comparison of the spray penetrations between the LES results and
the experimental data is shown in Fig. 5.2. The experimental data corresponds to liquid
penetration obtained from diffused back illumination (DBI) [47] and Mie-Scattering [11, 7]
techniques and vapor penetration obtained from Schlieren imaging [11, 7]. In the LES, the
liquid penetration length is defined as max(x(αl = 0.15%)), where (x) is the axial distance
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from the nozzle exit. The criterion to evaluate the liquid penetration length is based on the
Mie-scattering theory analysis [61], where the (αl) threshold value representing the liquid
length was found to be (αl < 0.15%) at Spray A condition. The vapor penetration length
is defined as max(x(YC12H26 = 0.1%)) as recommended by the ECN [3], where (YC12H26)
is the n-dodecane mass fraction. It can be seen that the predicted liquid penetration
matches well the experimental measurements, lying between the DBI and Mie scattering
data. Besides, the predicted vapor penetration also fairly agrees with the experimental
data.
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Figure 5.2: Evaporating Spray A condition: Comparison of LES and experimental data for
(a) liquid and (b) vapor penetration lengths. The experimental data corresponds to liquid
penetration obtained from diffused back illumination (DBI) [47, 4] and Mie-Scattering
[11, 7] techniques and vapor penetration obtained from Schlieren imaging [11, 7]. The
shaded grey area represents the uncertainty in the experimental measurements.

In addition, the radial distribution of n-dodecane mixture fraction is compared between
the simulation and the experimental data measured by Rayleigh scattering imaging [59, 6]
as depicted in Fig. 5.3. The presented numerical result is obtained by time-averaging the
LES results in the time interval between 0.4 and 1ms after the start of injection (during
the quasi-steady period). The shaded grey area in Fig. 5.3 represents 95% confidence
interval in the experimental measurements. The simulation result agrees reasonably well
with the experimental data within its confidence level. The predicted peak value on the
jet axis tends to be slightly underestimated. However, the predicted mixture fraction
decay along the radial direction is well captured compared to the experimental profile.
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Figure 5.3: Evaporating Spray A condition: Numerical and experimental [59, 6] n-
dodecane mixture fraction radial distribution at an axial distance of 18mm from the
nozzle exit. The shaded grey area represents 95% confidence interval in the experimental
measurements.

5.2 Thermodynamic analysis and VLE model results

To further analyze the phase change and mixing processes, the temperature-composition
phase diagram for the (n-dodecane-nitrogen) mixture at (P = 6MPa) together with the
adiabatic mixing temperature (TAM) is shown in Fig. 5.4. The (TAM) is formulated as,

hmix(TAM , Pamb, YC12H26) = YC12H26 hC12H26(TC12H26 , Pamb) + YN2 hN2(TN2 , Pamb) (5.1)

where (h, YC12H26 , YN2) are the specific enthalpy, the n-dodecane, and the nitrogen
mass fractions, respectively. (TC12H26 , TN2 , Pamb) denote the initial temperature of the
fuel (n-dodecane), the initial temperature of the ambient N2, and the ambient pressure,
respectively. The adiabatic mixing temperature (TAM) is computed considering the phase
change based on the VLE solver. This is achieved by an offline iterative searching for
the temperature (TAM), such that the RHS of Equation 5.1 equals to the LHS, which
represents the mixture’s enthalpy evaluated from the VLE solver. The scattered data
in Fig. 5.4 represents the thermodynamic states obtained from the LES simulation at
t = 110µs.
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Figure 5.4: Evaporating Spray A condition: Temperature-composition diagram of
(C12H26 − N2) binary mixture at pressure of 6 MPa along with the adiabatic mixing
temperature (TAM) obtained offline from the VLE solver. The scattered data (4) repre-
sents the thermodynamic states from the LES simulation at t = 110µs. The two-phase
region is bounded by the bubble line and the dew line, which intersect at the critical point
of the mixture denoted by C.P.m.

The mixture temperature distribution from the LES is observed to follow well the
adiabatic mixing temperature as a function of the N2 concentration. In addition, the
temperature distribution has crossed the two-phase region bounded by the bubble and dew
lines. This confirms that subcritical phase transition occurs for the (C12H26−N2) binary
mixture even at a pressure of 6MPa, higher than the pure n-dodecane critical pressure
(Pcr = 1.8MPa), as also demonstrated in previous studies [49, 79]. Indeed, the involved
binary mixture may exhibit different thermodynamic regimes based on the local pressure,
temperature, and species composition. Accordingly, it cannot be determined from an
a priori analysis whether the Spatio-temporal variation of the involved thermodynamic
states are subcritical or supercritical during the entire fuel injection event. As a matter
of fact, both subcritical and supercritical regimes may exist simultaneously [79, 35, 36] in
different locations of the chamber.

In addition to the previously discussed results, the employed VLE based model can
provide valuable information regarding the phase change process and the composition of
each species in each phase. The temporal evolution of the mass fractions of vaporous
n-dodecane (YC12H26,vap) and dissolved nitrogen in the liquid phase (YN2,liq) are illustrated
in Figs. (5.5a, 5.5b). The blue isoline of (αl = 0.15%) demonstrates the liquid penetration
length. It should also be noted that within the employed LES framework and diffused
interface model, artificial/numerical mixing could impact the obtained results. Accord-
ingly, the results here of the mixing process should be interpreted while keeping in mind
such numerical effects.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Evaporating Spray A condition: Temporal evolution of the (a) mass fraction
of vaporous n-dodecane (YC12H26,vap) and (b) mass fraction of dissolved nitrogen in the
liquid phase (YN2,liq). The blue isoline illustrates the liquid penetration length based on
the criterion (αl = 0.15%). (color online)

It can be seen that the vaporous n-dodecane (YC12H26,vap) is initially generated at the
jet periphery with a significant accumulation at the jet tip, reaching a maximum of around
40%. Besides, a non-trivial amount of nitrogen is dissolved in the liquid jet, as shown in
Fig. 5.5b, due to the enhanced solubility of the ambient gas in the liquid phase under
the chamber high-pressure condition. One may also observe that the dissolved nitrogen
in the liquid phase (YN2,liq) increases sharply in the leading part of the liquid core and the
atomized blobs, reaching a maximum of around 3%. This also demonstrates the role of
the dissolution of non-condensable gases in the liquid phase as part of the phase change
phenomenon.

Furthermore, the phase indicator (PHI) is depicted in Fig. 5.6, where (PHI = 0, 1, 2)
denotes single liquid phase, single gas phase, and two-phase states, respectively. It can
be seen that the jet exits the orifice with a single liquid phase state (PHI = 0) forming
an intact liquid core, then as the jet travels in the chamber, it undergoes a transition
to two-phase states (PHI = 2), due to the ongoing evaporation and mixing with the
hot ambient gas. In addition, regions of single gas phase states (PHI = 1), where the
vaporous n-dodecane exhibits a peak value can be observed (see Fig. 5.5a), indicating
that the liquid n-dodecane is fully vaporized.
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Figure 5.6: Evaporating Spray A condition: Temporal evolution of the phase indicator
(PHI), where (PHI = 0, 1, 2) denotes single liquid phase, single gas phase, and two-phase
states, respectively. (color online)

Further analysis is also carried out as an attempt to identify the distribution of the
subcritical and supercritical states during the fuel injection event. For a multi-component
mixture, the identification of the thermodynamic state (subcritical or supercritical) is
not straightforward, as the mixture’s critical point, which depends on the mixture’s com-
position should be considered instead of the pure component’s critical points. Here, a
simplified criterion to identify subcritical and supercritical states for the considered bi-
nary mixture is used. Assuming that the mixing process takes place at a constant pressure
equal to the chamber pressure (6MPa), then the mixture critical temperature (Tcr,mix)
can be identified from the temperature-composition diagram in Fig. 5.4. Accordingly, if
the temperature exceeds the mixture’s critical temperature, then the state is regarded as
a supercritical state. Otherwise, the state is subcritical.

In Fig. 5.7, the temporal evolution of the reduced temperature (Tr = T/Tcr,mix) and
gas volume fraction (αg) distributions is shown. The vaporous n-dodecane mass fraction
(YC12H26,vap) distribution at the same time instants is also illustrated in Fig. 5.8. Only
computational cells including mixture with nitrogen mole fraction (zN2) in the range of
(1e−03 < zN2 < 0.999) are illustrated. This is performed so that the pure or almost pure
components regions are omitted. The black isoline of (Tr = 1) is also superimposed on
the (αg) and (YC12H26,vap) contours.

At the early jet development (t = 30µs), the jet mainly exhibits a reduced tempera-
ture less than one. The vaporous n-dodecane mass fraction contours (see Fig. 5.8) also
show that the formed fuel vapor is located inside the isoline of (Tr = 1), indicating that
subcritical evaporation is taking place. As the jet further travels through the chamber
and mixes with the hot ambient gas, more regions of (Tr > 1) can be observed (see
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t = 70, 110µs). These regions correspond to locations composed of single gaseous-phase
states (see αg contours in Fig. 5.7) that have been heated to a temperature that exceeds
the critical temperature of the mixture, reaching a supercritical state. At (t = 70, 110µs),
it can be also seen that the maximum mass fraction of the fuel vapor is located inside
the (Tr = 1) isoline, indicating that subcritical evaporation is the dominant phase-change
process. This is consistent with the mixing path shown in Fig. 5.4, where the mixture
has been through a large two-phase zone compared to much smaller single-phase zones.

Figure 5.7: Evaporating Spray A condition: Temporal evolution of the reduced tem-
perature (Tr = T/Tcr,mix) (left) and gas volume fraction (αg) (right). Only cells with
(1e − 03 < zN2 < 0.999) are shown. The black isoline on the (αg) contours represents
(Tr = 1) to illustrate the subcritical and supercritical regions.

Further, at (t = 250µs), during the quasi-steady state injection period, it can be ob-
served that the supercritical regions with (Tr > 1) are more concentrated in the diluted
spray locations. The contours of the reduced temperature again confirm that both sub-
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critical and supercritical states may exist simultaneously during the fuel injection event
under the considered conditions, and the transition from subcritical evaporation to single-
phase diffusive mixing can be handled by the proposed model. It should also be noted
that the presented analysis is an approximation as the pressure is generally not constant
in the computational domain during the entire fuel injection event, but it fluctuates, es-
pecially during the early injection phase. Thus, the critical condition is not constant, as
adopted here in the current simplified analysis.

Figure 5.8: Evaporating Spray A condition: Temporal evolution of the vaporous n-
dodecane mass fraction (YC12H26,vap). Only cells with (1e− 03 < zN2 < 0.999) are shown.
The black isoline represents reduced temperature (Tr = 1) to illustrate the subcritical and
supercritical regions.

5.3 Effect of vaporization on the surface density and droplet size

In the current section, the effect of the vaporization on the surface area density and the
SMD is investigated. The results are obtained under the evaporating condition with the
same modeling constants (CΣ = 1,Wec = 1.5) for the Σ equation used under the non-
evaporating condition. The vaporization effect is analyzed in both the dense and diluted
spray regions. The time averaged surface area density radial distribution at two axial
positions in the dense (x = 2mm) and diluted (x = 8mm), spray regions under both the
evaporating and non-evaporating conditions are depicted in Fig. 5.9. The time averaged
results are indicated by the operator 〈.〉.

In the dense spray region (x = 2mm), it seems that the vaporization tends to enhance
the surface generation, with relatively higher surface area density at the jet periphery than
the non-evaporating case. The jet atomization can be mainly attributed to the growth
of instabilities on the jet surface due to the turbulent interaction with the gas phase.
However, under the evaporating condition, it is also affected by the ongoing evaporation,
which tends to trigger and enhance the liquid jet instability. Indeed, the interaction be-
tween the counter flows of gas entrainment and evaporation at the interface can enhance
its instability, as suggested in [79]. Besides, the variation of the properties would signifi-
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cantly affect the surface density variation. For instance, the surface tension is reduced as
the ambient pressure and temperature increase. Thus, higher surface generation could be
expected under the evaporating condition compared to the non-evaporating condition.

On the other hand, at a relatively diluted spray region (x = 8mm), a reduction of
the surface area density can be observed under the evaporating condition compared to
the non-evaporating case. Meanwhile, as the liquid volume fraction decreases due to the
ongoing evaporation, a relatively smaller mean SMD is obtained under the evaporating
condition as shown in Fig. 5.10 at the same axial position (x = 8mm).
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Figure 5.9: Time averaged surface area density radial distribution under non-evaporating
and evaporating conditions at axial distances of (a) 2mm and (b) 8mm from the nozzle
exit.
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Figure 5.10: Time averaged SMD radial distribution under non-evaporating and evapo-
rating conditions at axial distance of 8mm from the nozzle exit.

These results confirm the sensitivity of the surface density model to the phase change.
Indeed, in the current work, the phase change is implicitly considered through the terms
(Σmin) and (Σeq), which are dependent on (αl) provided by the thermodynamic table.
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Besides, the variation of the properties (ρl, ρg, σ, ..., etc) involved in the (Σ) equation with
the temperature, pressure, and species mass fraction is considered by the thermodynamic
table, which would also impact the predicted surface area density. Overall, the current
model allows considering the phase change effect in both the dense and dilute zones of the
spray without employing evaporation models assuming a spray of droplets as previously
proposed in [45], for instance.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, a real fluid model (RFM) is proposed for the simulation of fuel injection
and atomization under diesel-like operating conditions. The RFM is a fully compressible
multi-component two-phase model closed by a thermodynamic equilibrium tabulation
method based on a real-fluid EoS. The thermodynamic table considers both subcritical
and supercritical thermodynamic states and allows an automatic transition between the
different thermodynamic regimes. Besides, in the current study, the RFM model is sup-
plemented with a surface density transport equation for atomization modeling within the
LES framework. The proposed model is assessed using the non-evaporating and nominal
(evaporating) conditions of the ECN Spray A injector.

Under the non-evaporating condition, the comparison of the LES-RFM results with
the different experimental data in the near-nozzle field, including projected mass density,
transverse integrated mass, and liquid volume fraction, has shown a good agreement,
which indicates that the RFM model can accurately capture the fuel dispersion under the
considered conditions. In addition, the surface density model assessment is carried out
by comparing the model results against the experimental projected surface area density
along the spray centerline and the SMD radial profiles. The obtained results show that the
RFMmodel coupled with the surface density equation can reproduce well the experimental
projected surface density along the spray axis. Besides, further comparison with the SMD
measurements has demonstrated that the model prediction for the SMD falls within the
experimental data range. Overall, it can be concluded that the proposed RFM model
coupled with the surface density model can accurately predict the fuel dispersion and
primary atomization under the considered conditions.

On the other hand, under the evaporating condition, global spray metrics such as
spray liquid and vapor penetrations are well captured by the RFM model compared to
the experimental data. Moreover, local analysis shows that the mixture fraction radial
distribution favorably agrees with the experimental data within its confidence level. Fur-
ther analysis of the surface density and SMD results has demonstrated the sensitivity of
the surface area density model to the vaporization effects. In the dense region of the spray,
vaporization tends to enhance the surface area density production, whereas vaporization
decreases the surface area density in the dilute spray region. Besides, the mean SMD
relatively decreases in the dilute region under the evaporating condition.

In summary, the present work shows that the proposed RFM model coupled with the
surface density equation for fuel atomization modeling can capture well the fuel dispersion
and atomization in the near-nozzle field along with global spray metrics and fuel mixture
fraction distribution in the spray far-field, without exhaustive calibration of model con-
stants as in classical Lagrangian spray models.

Indeed, the proposed model serves as a generalized approach that can represent a
smooth transition from the subcritical to the supercritical regime as both can coexist
under high-pressure/temperature conditions. In the context of fuel injection, the assump-
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tions underlying the proposed model are particularly valid under high pressure injection
conditions with dense sprays, where the droplet sizes are small. However, in case of a
diluted spray with large droplets and significant slip velocity between the droplets and
the gas phase, the employed homogeneous mixture approach with a single velocity for
both phases will lose its validity. Accordingly, switching to a Lagrangian description of
the spray could overcome such limitation. Future work also includes coupling of the ex-
ternal spray with the internal injector flow, and investigation of in-nozzle cavitation and
turbulence development effects on the fuel dispersion and atomization.
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A Appendix

A.1 Validation of the Vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) computa-
tion

The vapor-liquid equilibrium calculation based on IFPEN-Carnot thermodynamic library
using the VTPR-EOS employed in the current study is validated by computing the VLE
of a binary mixture of (n-dodecane/nitrogen) and compared with the experimental data
[28]. The binary interaction parameter (kij = 0.19) is employed in the current study.
The critical parameters of each pure compound are summarized in Table. A.1. The
comparison of the calculation results with the experimental data for the different iso-
therms is depicted in Fig. A.1, showing a satisfactory agreement for the majority of the
considered pressures. The performed VLE calculations demonstrate the reliability of the
IFPEN-Carnot thermodynamic library along with the VTPR-EoS to accurately model
the considered binary mixture. It is also worth noting that the VLE calculation based on
the PR-EoS would provide similar results to that using the VTPR-EoS, as volume trans-
lation does not influence the predicted phase equilibrium conditions. However, volume
translation is employed to improve the liquid density prediction of the PR-EoS.
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Figure A.1: Phase diagram of n-dodecane (C12H26) and nitrogen (N2) binary mixture
using the VTPR EoS.

Species Tc (K) Pc (bar) ω
n-dodecane 658.1 18.2 0.57344
nitrogen 126.2 33.9 0.0403

Table A.1: Critical parameters of n-dodecane and nitrogen including, the critical temper-
ature (Tc), critical pressure (Pc), and the acentric factor (ω).

A.2 Thermodynamic and transport properties

The calculation of the thermodynamic properties is performed based on the residual ap-
proach [18]. In this approach, any thermodynamic function (X) is computed from the
sum of an ideal gas part (Xo) and a residual part (Xres). The ideal gas part is determined
from a specific polynomial equation [57]. While the residual part, which represents the
deviation from the ideal gas behavior, is deduced from the employed Equation of state
(EoS). Regarding the evaluation of the transport properties, the thermal conductivity
(λ) and dynamic viscosity (µ) are computed by the Chung et al. [15] correlations. The
surface tension coefficient (σ) is computed by the Macleod-Sugden correlation [63] for the
considered binary system of (n-dodecane/nitrogen).

The calculated properties of pure components (n-dodecane and nitrogen) using the
PR and VTPR-EoS are compared with the NIST database [26] as depicted in Figs. (A.2,
A.3). For the n-dodecane properties, the predicted density by the VTPR-EoS favorably
agrees with the NIST reference data, especially for the low-temperature range, where the
original PR EoS underestimates the fuel density. Besides, the predicted isobaric heat
capacity and sound speed by the VTPR and PR EoSs show good agreement with the
reference data. However, in the low-temperature range, the overestimation of the sound
speed is slightly higher by the VTPR-EoS compared to the PR-EoS.

For the nitrogen properties, Fig. A.3 shows that the VTPR-EoS results match with
great accuracy the NIST reference data. It is worth noting that for nitrogen properties,
both the VTPR and PR EoSs provide the same results.
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Figure A.2: Comparison of the PR and VTPR EoSs prediction for the (a) density, (b)
isobaric heat capacity, and (c) sound speed of pure n-dodecane against NIST [26] reference
data at P = 6MPa.
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Figure A.3: Comparison of the VTPR EoS prediction for the (a) density, (b) isobaric
heat capacity, and (c) sound speed of pure nitrogen against NIST [26] reference data at
P = 6MPa.

Furthermore, the computation of the two-phase mixture properties is obtained from
the liquid and gas phase properties as described through Equations (A.1-A.7)

ρ =
∑
p

αpρp (A.1)

e =
1

ρ

∑
p

αpρpep (A.2)

λ =
1

ρ

∑
p

αpρpλp (A.3)

µ =
∑
p

αpµp (A.4)
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Cp =
1

ρ

∑
p

αpρpCpp (A.5)

Cv =
1

ρ

∑
p

αpρpCvp (A.6)

1

ρC2
s,mix,Wood

=
∑
p

αp

ρpC2
s,p

(A.7)

where, (αp) is the phase volume fraction and (p = l, v) stands for liquid and vapor
phases, respectively. (ρ, e, λ, µ, Cp, Cv, Cs,mix,Wood) are the two-phase mixture density, spe-
cific internal energy, thermal conductivity, dynamic viscosity, specific heats at constant
pressure and volume and Wood speed of sound [75].

The variation of the mixture properties for the binary mixture of (n- dodecane/nitrogen)
at (P = 6MPa) is shown in Fig. A.4. These results show the variation of the different
properties as a function of the temperature and species mass fraction. Besides, it demon-
strates that the employed real-fluid EoS can capture the non-linearity of the properties
at the considered transcritical regime.

(a) (b)

Figure A.4: Contour plots of (a) mixture density and (b) mixture heat capacity for n-
dodecane (C12H26) and nitrogen (N2) binary mixture at P = 6MPa using the VTPR
EoS. (Color online)

A.3 Solution procedure of the Real-fluid model

The solution procedure of the proposed real-fluid model using a modified PISO algorithm
[35] in CONVERGE CFD solver is summarized in the current section. The solution
procedure flow chart is shown in Fig. A.5 and can be summarized as follows:

• Solve the momentum predictor followed by the first corrector step, which includes
solving the pressure equation then updating the velocity.

• Solve the transport equations in the order shown in the PISO loop in the flow chart.

• After PISO convergence, the surface area density equation is solved, followed by
evaluating the turbulence quantities.
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Here in the flow chart, (Reverse look-up) indicates the evaluation of the temperature
from (e, P, Yk), while (Table look-up) indicates the evaluation of any property from the
(T, P, Yk) as previously explained in section 2.2. More detailed description of the coupling
of the flow solver with the thermodynamic table can also be found in the authors previous
work [35].

Figure A.5: Flow chart of the solution procedure of the real-fluid model governing equa-
tions using the PISO algorithm
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